Telecoms

4 Reasons to Switch Provider
Peace of mind that there are no hidden surprises

If you’ve been with BT or a similar provider for many years you probably haven’t considered switching your phone line. Perhaps
you’re concerned your service will change, or think it could be expensive to switch to a new provider. On the contrary, it can be very
cost and time effective to switch your line to a smaller provider who can focus more on what you need.

Calls and Lines The Same As Before
We can provide exactly the same quality of call when you swap. You do not need to be concerned that calls will
drop or crackle, it will continue to operate as it always has as we only use the high grade ‘tier 1’ carriers to connect
our calls around the world. The lines we operate with are supplied and supported by Openreach. Openreach was set
up to allow all telecom companies equal access to the nations infrastructure and engineers ensuring that should you
make the move from one provider to another the fundamentals that deliver you a reliable service are still present.

Paying Over the Odds?
Bigger companies such as BT, charge a call connection fee. This is a fee of as much as 15p just because you picked
up the phone and dialled someone else’s phone number. If you’re on a short call, this can mean high average costs
per minute. Because we avoid unnecessary charges like this we can provide much cheaper calls and lower monthly
bills.

Transparent Service
When you sign up with us we will give you access to an online control panel which helps you understand your
phone lines and call spend. Every call you make is itemised with costs clearly displayed. We also provide you with
tools to extract really detailed information from months of phone calls, as well as graphical statistics which help
bring your costs to life.

Personal Service
You can say goodbye to dealing with call centres should faults or queries arise. Instead you can liaise with a smaller
and friendly team who you can ask for by name. Any queries you have will be taken seriously and personally to
ensure that you get the result you want without any additional stress.

